
 

by Chris Hector 

Probably no single individual has so changed the face of modern showjumping as Paul 

Schockemöhle. Had he just been a competitor he would have carved himself a place 

amongst ‘the greats’ but he has done so much more to change the showjumping scene. 

As a show promoter, as a breeder of horses, as someone who has shown that horses can 

be a profitable and highly professional business, as a thinker, a leader, and now, the 

mover and shaker behind a new studbook that aims to breed the showjumping horses of 

the future – while at the same time guarding some of the grand jumping lines of the 

past… 

Mr Schockemöhle was kind enough to talk into my digital recorder as we both enjoyed 

the German Spring sunshine at the Bundeschampionate and watched the first go round 

of the 5 year old jumping horses. As you might expert, Mr Schockemöhle can keep an 

expert eye on the action, while still delivering considered and stimulating replies… 

So what is the OS or to give it its full title, the Springferdezuchtverbandes Oldenurg-

International? 

"We are trying to establish a stud book specifically for breeding showjujmpers. In the 

past twenty years, the breeding aims of most of the breeders, especially in our area, 

Oldenburg, and Hanover, even in Westfalia, has been to breed a dressage horse. Even at 

the stallion grading, they are looking for horses that move well, and trot well, because 

they are always easier to sell when they are young than the showjumpers, and as a result 

even the good showjumping mares, by Grannus, or Gotthard or Dompspatz, these good 

lines, are being sent to dressage stallions. That in my opinion, is the wrong direction – 

you end up with nothing – half a dressage horse, half a showjumper. That is nothing 

because we need specialists. I don’t believe we can breed a horse for every discipline. 

You have to specialise."  

But if you breed only on the basis of jumping ability, don’t you then run the risk that if 

the horse can’t jump, you then have nothing?  

"Okay, we are looking for a modern type, and it is difficult from the Breeding 

Association to direct everything because we can’t control the mares, but with our 

stallions we know for sure that they jump very well, that they are good types and they 

are modern horses. I don’t believe this will be a problem. Okay all the foals may not be 

Grand Prix jumpers but they will jump."  

Is there any place for conformation evaluation in your breeding association? 

"We have a big place for conformation. We look at the horse’s conformation, how they 

move, how flexible and how elastic they are, especially in canter because all the 

jumping is done in canter. We pay great attention to conformation and type, but still 

they have to jump. Okay sometimes you have to make compromises like the Holstein 

Breeding Association did, they for sure don’t have the same conformation as say the 



Hanoverians, but look at how many Hanoverians jump at the Bundeschampionate. Ten 

Holstein or Holstein bred horses, to one Hannoverian, because the Holsteiners have 

been concentrating on jumping and the Hannoverians are concentrating on dressage, 

although it is true the Hannoverian Breeding Association is doing more for their 

jumping horses recently." 

How will stallions become licensed with your new studbook, will they come from 

licensed stallions in other studbooks or purely on the basis of performance? 

"We take stallions that we know are jumping blood which have had good horses, as well 

we have our own stallion gradings twice a year. Stallions like Baloubet and Cento, they 

don’t have to come to us at all, we agree directly that you can breed with them." 

In the long term will the OS be a world wide studbook like Zangersheide? 

"In the long run we think it should be world wide. With the Holstein breeders they have 

to be purely Holsteiner bred and they are careful not to take outside bloodlines, but we 

don’t mind if a stallion like Galoubet has trotting blood, if the horse is jumping well, 

and has good conformation, and has good results, then we take him as a stallion." 

 

Above - Lovis Corinth - champion young stallion at the first OS licensing 

(Werner Ernst photo) 

 

How will mares come into your studbook? Will there be a mare test? 

"At the moment we don’t have that, and it is very difficult when we are starting anew 

and we have to accept forty or fifty older mares. We try to control mainly by the 

stallions but finally we will probably have some kind of grading for young mares. We 

work very closely with the Oldenburg Studbook, they take care of the operations – but 

for example, the committee for our stallion gradings, that is different. Our committee 

has successful showjumpers, successful showjumping breeders and so on." 

Initially there was going to be a merger of the OS with the Zangersheide Studbook, that 

is the only other example of a purely jumping studbook – do you think that has been 



successful? 

"I think so. There are a lot of horses from Zangersheide in international classes but in 

general we want to be more successful. Zangersheide was made by Mr Melchior, one 

individual breeder, our stud book will be on very firm ground." 

Will every bloodline be taken into your book? 

"We don’t hesitate to breed to any bloodline that will bring us forward in the jumping 

world." 

How far advanced is the new society? 

"We started last year, and I think we have already had 400/500 foals registered this year 

so I think we are doing quite well."  

For Australian breeders who are interested in jumping horses – is there ever going to be 

a place for them in the OS? 

"I think later on we will have several people who will go around the world and they will 

look at which stallions from Australia should be confirmed and so on. We want to be an 

international group."  

You have been involved in breeding showjumping horses for 30 years – has there been 

a big change in the bloodlines and the type? 

"The type is lighter than the Germans had 30 years ago, but in general, I am one who 

tries to keep the old bloodlines still alive. I think that is very important because even 30 

years ago we had very good bloodlines like Gotthard, and we try to keep those lines but 

just in a lighter way." 

What are the crucial foundation lines? 

"I couldn’t say. I wouldn’t mind if they were Dutch, French, German, Holstein, we have 

no restrictions. We want to help also in a marketing way, that is why we work very 

closely with Oldenburg. We will use the marketing facilities from Oldenburg. We have 

already had one foal sale, together with the Oldenburg breeding association, and it was 

quite successful. Later on we will have three year old sales." 

Is it harder with jumping foals? With a dressage foal you can see it move but you can’t 

see a jumping foal jump? 

"No, you can only see a little bit about conformation. You can for sure see how the foal 

moves, you can’t see it jumping but for that you have to go to the parents. I still buy 100 

foals a year." 

And how many of them turn into good jumpers? 

"I buy round about 50 foals from dressage lines and 50 foals from jumping lines, and I 

think I have had quite good success in the last couple of years." 

Do you buy on the basis of blood or conformation? 

"Both. You look at the lines and then at the foal." 

Which lines do you look for? 

"There’s too many. The French lines, like Baloubet and Quick Star, there is very good 

Holstein lines – Capitol or Landgraf – there are Hanoverians like Stakkato, so many that 

even for my own breeding farm I use 25 different stallions." 

Is it hard to find suitable Thoroughbred stallions? 

"That’s nearly impossible. We need Thoroughbred blood, but in general you have to 

breed another generation because the direct Thoroughbreds make very few jumpers. We 

have not had very good success with them. The very last really top one was Furioso in 

France. Thoroughbreds are not bred for jumping, they are bred for racing and they are 

proof of what we are trying to do with our association. They are bred as specialists for 

running races and they are faster than any other breed because they are bred for that. It 

is the same when we try to breed jumpers. We can only breed jumpers when we use 

stallions and mares that are bred for jumping for five, six, seven generations. We always 



look for some blood – like Baloubet has a Starter mother – we always try to get blood 

into the horses, but very few direct Thoroughbred progeny were successful." 

It seems when breeding jumping horses it is not difficult to breed from one studbook to 

another, with widely different bloodlines, and still have success. But it seems that to 

breed successful dressage horses, you need to breed closer together? 

"You can breed wider with dressage horses. Once upon a time people thought you could 

only breed dressage horses with Donnerhall, Weltmeyer and Rubinstein. But then you 

find jumping stallions like Sandro establishing a dressage line through his son Sandro 

Hit, there luckily the bloodlines are not so close together – they don’t have to be so 

close together." 

What made you decide that Sandro Hit would make a dressage horse – there is not a lot 

of dressage on his pedigree? 

"He was moving very well as a foal. As a two year old we knew he was a very good 

type, he was moving well, and we brought him to the stallion grading at Oldenburg."  

They didn’t like him though? 

"But he passed and then because he had a funny bloodline for a dressage horse so he 

had to prove himself, and he did."  

He then went on to breed very good foals, were you worried that he was a result rather 

than a cause? 

"His mother breeds very good horses. She is a fantastic mover, from her I have a 

number of top foals. Diamond Hit who was reserve champion at the World Young 

Horse Championships is also from that mare, and Diamond Hit is probably better than 

Sandro Hit."  

You are primarily a jumping breeder but you are breeding so many dressage horses? 

"That is primarily for economic reasons, a three year old dressage horse that has good 

movement, you sell even better than a five year old jumper." 

But you prefer breeding jumping horses? 

"I have more jumping mares, and I prefer breeding jumpers, but I am not stupid, I am a 

horseman but a businessman as well, hopefully." 

Will the stallions in your OS studbook do a 100 day test, or a 30 day test, or do you 

think that is a load of nonsense? 

"I believe the 100 day test is stupid. We have already accepted a 30 day test, but later 

on, if horses want to stay in our stud book they have to prove in the ring with certain 

results that they are good enough to stay in the stud book." 

And will the progeny also have to perform for them to stay in? 

"We haven’t got so far yet, we are in the first year, but I think later on we will do that." 

One of the big concerns in Warmblood breeding has been the incidence of OCD – is 

your new studbook going to be rejecting stallions on the grounds that they may have, or 

be, carriers of OCD? 

"We have reached an agreement that we x-ray all the horses and then the stallion 

grading committee makes the decision that this horse will pass taking into account the 

x-rays, if you believe there are a few chips but it doesn’t hurt the horse, that shouldn’t 

be a big problem."  

So breeders are being made aware of stallions that have this problem and they can make 

the decision for themselves? 

"Yes." 

Do you personally see it as a big problem in Warmblood breeding – would you breed to 

a stallion that didn’t have clean x-rays? 

"I breed to stallions which have OCD chips, if I know where they are and how they are 

sitting, and how big the problem is. I believe that the 95% of the chips is to the benefit 



of the veterinarian but not to the damage of the horses." 

My thanks once again to Mr Schockemöhle for his time, and to Dr Tanja Becker, the 

publicity officer for the Oldenburg Verband for arranging this interview. 

 


